All solutions of the Riemann problem for the Selfsimilar ZND-combustion model in gas dynamics are constructed. That all the CJ-solutions with entropy conditions in [2] , the number of which may be nine for some initial data, are the limits of these solutions as the reaction rate goes to infinity, is proved. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc.
As we know, gas combustion embodies a lot of nonlinear phenomena. The most important of them are detonation (flame with high speed) and deflagration (flame with low speed). Early in the 1940s Courant and Friedrichs proposed a Chapman-Jouguet combustion model and obtained its partial solutions, including deflagrations and detonations. And the complete solutions for Riemann problem of this model is obtained by Zhang and Zheng [2] , recently. In [2] , they suggested a set of entropy conditions which consists of two parts-the pointwise and the global entropy conditions. Under this set of entropy conditions, they obtained constructively the existence and uniqueness of the solution of this Riemann problem with characteristic method. If the global entropy conditions are given up, the uniqueness will be violated and the problem may possess nine solutions for some initial data. The problem we have to answer is whether all of the solutions are physical ones, i.e., for instance, whether they are the limits of the corresponding Zeldovich-Von Neumann-Doting combustion model as the rate k of reaction goes to infinity.
Let us have a look for scalar conservation combustion model. Ying and Teng [4] consider the Riemann problem of the ZND combustion model They obtained the existence and uniqueness of its solution. Furthermore, they proved the existence of limit of solution as k goes to infinity and found that the limit function is a solution of the Riemann problem for the corresponding CJ-combustion model. Liu and Zhang [S] studied the Riemann problem of this CJ-model. They summarize a set of entropy conditions from Ying and Teng's solutions. This set of entropy conditions is divided into two parts-the pointwise and the global ones. Under the entropy conditions they obtained constructively the existence and uniqueness of its solution. Besides, they consider the ignition problem also. They found that, if the global entropy conditions are given up, in addition to the noncombustion solution, all the ignition solutions will be picked up. This time the Riemann problem may possess four solutions for some initial data. Jlger, Yang, and Zhang [6] proved that all the Selfsimilar solutions are the limits of the Riemann problem of the following Selfsimilar ZND-model (U+P),+f(U)x=O 6%) k z,= -; cp(u)z.
Based on these results Zhang [3] conjectured that the analogous conclusion is true for gas dynamics, i.e., all pointwise solutions are limits of the solutions of the Selfsimilar ZND-model in gas dynamics.
We will prove this conjecture is true in this present paper. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we propose the problem, present the related results of [2] , and emphatically point out all the selfsimilar solutions of the Riemann problem when we desire the pointwise entropy conditions. In Section 3 we analyze the selfsimilar ZND-model and prove some properties of its solution a priori. In Section 4 we prove the existence of selfsimilar solutions of the selfsimilar ZND-model as k large enough. From the proof, one can easily find that, if the temperature is higher than the ignition point along burning solution of selfsimilar ZND-model, all the pointwise solutions are the limits of selfsimilar ZND-solutions. In Section 5 we investigate the temperature along burning solution of selfsimilar ZND-model.
PRELIMINARIES
In Lagrangian coordinates, one-dimensional adiabatic, inviscid flow of combustible ideal gases with infinity reaction rate is described by the hyperbolic conservation combustion system, M u,+p,=o (2.1) T,-u,=O (2.2) E, + (PU), = 0 (2.3) q(x, t) = 0, if sup T(x, s) > Ti; =q(x, 0), otherwise, (2.4) OSSSf where U, p > 0, r > 0, and E > 0 are the velocity, pressure, specific volume, and specific total energy, respectively, E = u2/2 + e + q, here, for polytropic gases, the internal energy e = e(T) =pr/(y -1 ), y is the adiabatic exponent. q is the chemical binding energy and we regard the combustion process as nothing but the liberating of it. T is temperature, which satisfies Boyle and Gay-Lussac's law pr = RT, R is a constant depending on the effective molecular weight of particular gas. For simplicity we assume R and y remain unchanged during the reaction.
With characteristic method, Zhang and Zheng [2] studied the Riemann problem delicately, i.e., under some entropy conditions, they obtained constructively the complete solutions of (A,) with the following initial data i (u-, p-9 z-9 4-h (~~P~~?q)(x~O)= (u+,P+,T+,q+),
For convenience, in this section we summarize the related results of [2] for a class of typical initial data (q is a positive constant.) Through calculation, we can easily find the three eigenvalues of (2.1-2.3) are 2 = + rp 112 4 ) T ' &=O.
Analogous to noncombustion cases, we assume the solution satisfies Lax-entropy conditions (which are equivalent to A *y < (T k Q I +! since 1-< 0 < ,I+) at any noncombustion shock discontinuous point. The solution may be discontinuous but satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition [u] = [p] = 0 at 4 = 0 (5 = x/t).
Based on the analysis above, we may construct the selfsimilar solutions of (A,). As l< 0, p-r > Ti= q(5) ~0. (we assume the gas constant R = 1) Rk is the p-component of the tangent point (called CJDT point) of the tangent line which starts from (+ ) state to the curve Similarly, the tangent point of the tangent line starting from point (i,) to WDF(i,) is called the CJDF point. The R-curve starts from point CJDF denoted by R(CJDF). R(CJDF), R(CJDF), R(CJDF) are defined in the same way. We can also give the explicit expressions of the curve SDT( +), WDF(i,), etc. (see [2] ).
Having known all the (O+) states, we immediately obtain the solutions. From the R-H condition [u] = [p] = 0 at C; = 0. So it is suffices to find all the cross points of the two curve W( -) and W( + ) in (u, p)-plane. Every cross point corresponds to a solution and when we know the cross point, we can immediately know the structure of the solution.
For convenience we will assume the temperatures at CJDT and CJDF are higher than Ti. We will prove all the solutions (constructed above) are the limits of u,(c), where ~~(0 is the,selfsimilar solution of the selfsimilar ZND-model u,+p,=o zt-z4u,=o 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTION OF THE SELFSIMILAR ZND-COMBUSTION MODEL
We are interested in selfsimilar solution, i.e., we want to find the solutions satisfying 17(x, t) = U(x/t). Perform selfsimilar transformation 4 = x/t, (A2) write as w(r) -P'(t) = 0 when we consider the polytropic gases. First, we suppose T> Ti as 0 < 5 < q, this implies q(5) = q0(5/q)k (q is a constant to be determined later). Combining (3.1) with (3.2), we obtain p' = -[*r' and from this we derive p,(5)= -kwo(y -1)(5/~)~+l t*r -YP (A.11 (A.21 for O<t<q.
As we know in Section 1, A+ = (yp/r)"*. t2 = yp/z is a two-dimensional surface (denoted by P) in (5, p, r)-space. And it divided RI into two parts [denoted by F(5 > (yp/z)"*) and S(0 < < < (yp/r)"')].
We consider the integral curve determined by (A.1 ) and (A.2) first.
(1) If the curve is included in part F, we know t'(t) > 0, i.e., z( <) monotonously increasing P'(t) < 0, p( 5) decreasing which means for every < > &,, we always have (5, p(r), r(5)) E F, provided that (to, p(tO), ~(5~)) E F. In fact, if it is not the case, i.e., there exists a ,tl > to s.t., for every 5~(5~, tl) we have (5, p(5), T(<))EJ' but (<, p(ct), T(~~))E P, i.e., <~=yp(~l)/r(~,). From this we can conduct a contradiction. By the monotonicity of p(l), r(g) one easily obtains
(2) If the integral curve belongs to part S, we know T'(5) < 0, r(c) monotonously decreasing
We also want to prove that for every 5 > to, we always have (5, p(t), $5)) E S, if (to, ~(5~)~ T(M)E S.
Proof. If it is not true, there exists a t1 > to s.t. (5, p(r), r(4)) ES for 5~ (to, <r) but <: = yp([,)/r(t,).
Consider the two curves p(5) and ~35) = (l/y) $<)t' in the (t, PI-plane.
Fromp(t)>P(t;) as to<5<t, andp(t,)=P(t,), we knowp'(5,-0)6 p'(tl -0). On the other hand, Combining with (1) and (2), we assert: THEOREM 3.1. Zf the initial point (co, p(t,), ~(5~)) belongs to F or S, then the integral curve will always belong to the corresponding part F or S for 5>to.
Remark. If (to, p(t,), ~(5~)) E P, we denote the integral curve by Z. Z intersects with surface P at 5 = to. By virtue of the existence and uniqueness theorem of the ordinary equation, we know that if (5, p(r), r(5)) E Z, (<, p(t), $5)) $ P, then it must have 5 > to. This means, if the curve once leaves the surface P, it will never intersect with P again. Based on the above discussion, we may construct all the piecewise smooth functions satisfying Lax-entropy conditions at any nonzero discontinuity point. The solution consists of burning and unburning segments, and q(c) may be discontinuous at r = 0.
First we construct them in (p, <)-plane. Denote the burning segment by p(5). From the above analyses, we find that, if p(5) is monotonously increasing, it must have (5, p(r), $5)) E S. This implies 0 -C 5 < il. By Lax-entropy conditions, p(4) may be discontinuous at the right side only (the left side discontinuity is not permitted).
Similarly, if p(t) is decreasing, it may only be discontinuous at the left side. In addition, along the decreasing burning solution, we have db)
i.e., the temperature is decreasing as 5 increases. This implies p(t) is a monotonous function of <, i.e., the temperature T(l) (along p(t)) is a monotonous function.
Based on the above facts, we find that only the structures in Fig. 3 .1 are admissible solutions.
The next thing we want to do in this section is to investigate the temperature along the burning solutions a priori. THEOREM 3.2. It is impossible for temperature along the burning solutions to possess two critical points t1 and t2 s.t. <, < r2 and T'(r) < 0 for any 5E(<l, 52).
Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true, i.e., there exist <r and rz s.t. tl < t2 and T'(l) < 0 for every t E (tl, t2).
We will conduct a contradiction from this fact. In fact, T =pz. So,
Since t*r -yp < 0 holds for the burning solution, we know that
From these, we obtain t32(ti)=P(5i)3 i=l,2
S"~-P(5)<0, VY E (5, 252) which implies tir(ti)+ tTr'(<,)<O.
If we set f(r)=$t)+ (z'(r) it becomes f (5 1) < 0.
Integrating (3.6) on (ti, 12), we derive i.e.
i.e.
On the other hand, differentiating
where R(<)<O, Q(t)>O.
Integrating it on (ti, 0, we obtain If the temperature along the burning solution is higher than ignition point, then, for every k > 1, solving (3.1)-(3.5) is equivalent to finding all the solutions of That is, to solve (3.1)-(3.5), it suffices to find all the zeroes of I;,(p,, zo, r]) as well as to verify the temperature along the corresponding burning solution is higher than Tj. In this section, we will prove the existence of the zero points of F,(p,, zo, v]).
Since Ak, B,, and Ck are determined by the initial value problem (4.1) and we are unable to find their explicit expressions, it is difficult for us to prove the existence of the solution of FJpo, zo, q) = 0.
To overcome this, we fix (po, ro, q), let k go to infinity, and find the limit of the solution of (4.1), which derives the explicit formula of the limit function (4.6) i.e., we obtain the concrete expression of F('(p,,, rO, q) = lim, _ 3. F&,, rO, 'I) and the zero points of F can be easily found (we denote one of them by x0). We first prove x,, is regular, i.e., det F'(xo) # 0, which means ind[F, x,,] # 0 (see [7] ). Then we prove the limit process is uniformly convergent with respect to (p,,, r,,, q) in any compact set in RI. Combining this with the above and using the Poincare-Bohl theorem we find that for any sufficiently small neighbourhood Q of x, if k is large enough, deg(F,, 52, 0) = index[F, x0] holds, thus there must exist some zeroes of Fk in Q. Let Sz vary, it produces a sequence {xk}: Fk(xk) = 8 and xk +x0.
The above procedure proves not only the existence of a solution of F,(p,, rO, q) = 8 for k large enough but also the fact that all the CJ-solutions described in Section 2 are the limits of ~~ (5) as k -+ co.
4.1. The Uniform Convergence and the Limit Functions. We want to determine the limit function A(p,, rO, q), B(p,, rO, q), C(p,, rO, q). To this end we should analyze the integral curve first.
For fixed k, rk(t) is a decreasing function of {. So we have t(5) < r. uniformly for k > 1. Of course, it is reasonable to assume r(5) 2 0. By
:r(i)dWt) s we assert that for fixed (po, ro, q), the solution (u, p, t) is uniformly bounded with respect to k 2 1.
In addition, we expect the monotonousness of (u, p, r) with respect to k. So we should prove a comparison theorem: u>q( as t=O.
Assume F(t,u)>_F(t,u) holds for every (t,u)E[W+ x52. _F(t,u) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to u. Furthermore, _F(t, u) is a quasimonotonuous function, i.e., for every j # i, _F,(t, u) is nondecreasing with respect to uj. Then u 2 _u holds for every t > 0.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of the comparison theorem in reactiondiffusion equations. For a small E > 0 denote ui = gi-E( 1 + 2Lt) (i = 1, 2, ..,) n). L is the Lipschitz constant for _F, then for each i
as Ti.
Let W=U-u, for eachj With Theorem 4.1, we can prove iTJr,/ak>O for k large enough. In fact, letting V= dz/dk, W = dp/dk, and differentiating the equations Since 5 > 0, C B 0 and all the coefficients are bounded, from Theorem 4.1, we immediately find that, for every vi <q, V(t) > 0 for every 5 E (0, vi) for k large enough. This means that, for any fixed (pO, zO, 11) E R: , the limit lim k+ca rk(t) exists, i.e., the limit (p, r, u)(<)=limk,,(p,, zk, uk) exists.
Now we turn to look into the properties of the limit function so as to obtain their explicit expressions.
From ('~~(5) <YP,J[) we obtain that tJ2r(t)<yp(<) holds for any 5 E [0, ~1, where p(r) and r(c) are increasing and decreasing functions, respectively. And from the property of monotonous functions we know that the derivatives of p(r), r(r) exist almost everywhere. They satisfy the following equations in integral meanings dz (t2r-yp)-g=o P'(5) = -52e).
From this, we know that p(t), r(t) are composed of rarefaction waves or constant states, and furthermore, if 7~ -c2r >O on some compact interval Z included in [0, q), then p(c) and $5) must be constant on this interval.
We can prove p (5) Certainly, the functions E( pO, ro, q) and D(p,, ro, q) defined above are differentiable in RI.
From the expressions of E and D, we can immediately obtain the expressions of A, B, and C. This will be done later in this section.
So as to employ the degree theory, we need to prove the uniform convergence of zk(pO, ro, q) (as k -+ co) with respect to (po, zo, q) in RI. Similar to the one-dimensional case, we have 06.ftx,
i.e., VE >O 3n, when n > n,, I~@)(x, y) -f(x, y)l <E holds for every (x, y) E Z. This completes the proof.
With Theorem 4.2 we can prove r,(q, pO, r,,) + r(q, p,,, rO) uniformly in any compact set in RI . In fact, from From the continuous dependency and differentiable property of the solu-tion for ordinary equations with respect to initial data and parameters, we know that E,Jq, pO, r,,) and D,(q, pO, rO) are all continuously differentiable and So as to prove the uniform convergence, we want to prove all the above partial derivatives are nonnegative. It suffices to prove ark/all, dz,/ap,, ark/&, 2 0. To this end, we denote U = ap,Jaq, V = ar,J@. Differentiating the equations we obtain (C'v-ra)r6(r)+(S7rk-ypk)~= -k2q,(y-1) i 0
U'(5) = -r'w),
From (2) If we set U= apk/apo, V= atk/apO, we obtain 
From (4) as k-co, uniformly for every compact set in RI.
Thus we have proved that, for the burning solution of type (i), F/Jr, POP To) + J-t% PO, 70) uniformly for any compact set in R: (Fk and F are defined in (4.5) and (4.6) respectively).
4.2. The Zeroes and Their Index. In this subsection we will determine the location of the zeroes of F(q, po, ro) and calculate their indices, i.e., we want to prove index[F, x0] = -1 for burning solutions of type (i). 
we obtain where u. = uo(po) is determined by Gs( -). We want to prove
To this end, we first calculate all the partial derivatives in the determinant.
Here
So we obtain
Now we have proved that, for the solutions of type (i), no matter whether q2 < ?ipo/7, or q2 > ypo/ro the zeroes of F(q, po, 70) is a Cl-mapping from R: + R3. And by virtue of the continuity and differentiability of the solution for ordinary equations with respect to initial data and parameters, we know Fk are Cl-mappings also. Furthermore, we have proved that Based on these, we have THEOREM 4.3. Suppose x= (ij, PO, 5,,) E R: is a zero point of F, i.e., F(x,) = 0. Then there exists a consequence {xk}, xk = (q", pi, ~g) E RI, s.t. Fk(xk) = e and xk + x(), as k + + co.
So as to prove Theorem 4.3, we employ some results in the theory of Brouwer degree (see [7] ).
Assume Inversely, if W( -) intersects with W( + ) at a WDF-point, this point must be a zero point (included in a') of F.
Having known the location of zero points, we turn to proving their regularity.
For simplicity of calculation, we replace (f, g, h) in (4.26) by ((Y+l)f,1*(y+l)g,(y+l)llh)wehave Similar to that of the CJDT, we can prove that the necessary and sufficient condition of (po, ro, q) be a zero point of F is that the left limit state of rarefaction wave at < = q must be CJDF point and the correspo_nding (po, uo) is the CJDF cross point of the two wave curves I+',( -) and W( + ).
We prove the regularity of the zero point of F also. For convenience we take 
THE TEMPERATURE ALONG BURNING SOLUTION
Regardless of temperature, we have proved the existence of solutions for Eq. (4.3) as Well as the existence Of the limit Of (qk, pok, rok). In this SeCtiOn we will investigate the temperature along the burning solutions as k large enough i.e., we want to prove that, when k is sufficiently large, Tk(t) =Pk(l) rk(t) > Ti holds for 5 E (0, ylk).
First we consider the case when the limit solutions consist of detonation waves.
As described in Section 2 as well as those proved above, we know that, for the limit solution of type (i), the necessary and sufficient condition for (q, po, ro) to be a zero point of F is that its (p, r)-plane projection locates at SDT or R(CJDT_)-curve andthe corresponding (uo, po) is a cross point of the two curves W,( -) and W,,( + ).
For such point (Q po, r,), with geometrical method, we can obtain (p(q), 7(q)):
(1) (po, zo) locates at SDT-segment, (p(q), z(q)) is just the intersect point of S( + ) and the line linking (po, zo) and ( p + ,7 + ). By the continuity of Ek, Dk, we know T(t) is a continuous function also.
If the limit solution consists of deton&on waves, assume pot0 > TV, we investigate the following cases.
(1) p(q) r(q) > Ti. For this case, T(q) = min(p,z,, p(q) z(q)) > Ti. By the continuity of _T((5), we know there exists 6 > 0, _T((5) > Tj + 6, > Ti holds for every 5 E (q -6, q + 6). By virtue of the uniform convergence, we know there exists k,, s.t. k 2 k,, ,Tk(t) > Ti holds for all <E (q -6, qk).
Hence, Combining with (1) and (2) above, we know that, to determine whether the solution (for the CJ-model) corresponding to the cross point of the two wave curves ks( -) and I?,,,( + ) is the limit solution, we not only need to verify po7,> Ti, but also to verify whether p(q) 7(q) > Ti holds. If p(q) 7(q) > Ti then the solution must be the limit of the solutions of selfsimilar ZND-model as k -+ + co. If p(q) 7(q) < Ti by virtue of the results proved in Section 4, we know that the solution (for the CJ-model) must not be the limit of the admissible solutions of this selfsimilar ZND-model. Now let us turn to consider the DF-case.
As we know, the necessary and sufficient condition for (q, po, zo) E 52' is a zero point of F is that its (p, z)-plane projection locates at W_DF(i,) or R_(CJDF) and the corresponding (u,, po) is the cross point of W,( -) and WDF( + ). For such point, from Section 4.3, we have p(q) z(q) = Ti and pk(qk) 7k(qk) = Ti for k large enough.
We also assume par, > Ti. We consider the following two cases: We have ~~(5) +po, ~~(5~) + r. so there exists k,, ka k,, P~(<,)--<:z~(<~)<~,
i.e., as k>kl, we have T'(cl)>O.
On the other hand, from Theorem 3.2, we know that the temperature along the burning solution may only be the three structures shown in Figs. 5.1(FltS.l(F3).
From ~k(t;~) +po, ~~(5~) -+ ro, pozo> Ti and T'(c$,) >O as well as P~z~(~~) = Ti, we know that when k is large enough, the temperature along burning solution is only the structure illustrated in Fig. 5.1(F3) . Hence, the solu_tion (for the CJ-model) corresponding to the cross point of W,( -) and W,,,( + ) is the limit of the admissible solutions for the selfsimilar ZND-combustion model.
Remarks. (1) If pore < Ti, we can prove that, the corresponding CJDT or CJDF solutions (for the CJ-model) is the limit of the burning solution of type (iii) or type (iv), respectively.
(2) For general Riemann initial data, it is not difficult to prove the similar results.
